A need exists to develop groupware systems that adapt to available resources and support user mobility. This paper presents DACIA, a system that provides mechanisms for building such groupware applications. Using DACIA, components of a groupware application can be moved to different hosts during execution, while maintaining communication connectivity with groupware services and other users. DA-CIA provides mechanisms that simplify building groupware for domains where users are mobile. New collaboration features can be also more easily implemented. DACIA is also applicable to non-mobile environments. We show its applicability to building groupware applications that can be reconfigured at run-time to adapt to changing user demands and resource constraints, for example, by relocating services or introducing new services. This paper describes the architecture of DACIA and its use in building adaptable groupware systems.
INTRODUCTION
Users increasingly work in environments with varying resource constraints or where mobility is required. Groupware systems will need to be developed that work in such environments. The variability occurs along several dimensions:
User and application demands: Collaborative groups can vary significantly in group size. For best performance and functionality, different system architectures may be required as we go from two-party to multi-party communication. The architecture may need to evolve from peer-to-peer to clientserver, and from centralized to distributed.
User mobility and intermittent connectivity: Users are increasingly mobile. They connect from various points, using a variety of devices. In some cases, it is desirable that a user's applications be able to participate in collaborative activities on behalf of the user on a limited basis, even while the user is disconnected or inactive. In domains such as cooperative buildings [21] , users can move from one work area to another. In such domains, it would be nice to provide support to users so that they do not have to close all the sessions with other parties and quit all the collaborative applications, in order to move to a different place short time later, restart the very same applications, and establish manually the sessions.
Hardware and network variability:
The devices used range from high-end machines, with significant computing power, memory, and graphic display capabilities, to simple devices such as PDAs (personal digital assistants), that can only display text or primitive graphics. Network links characteristics in terms of delay, capacity, and error rate can vary significantly. The ideal architecture of the system depends on the available computing and network resources.
It is difficult to design a one-size-fits-all groupware system that works well under all potential usage situations. Groupware systems often end up making significant assumptions about the environment and must be redesigned to be used effectively if the assumptions no longer hold. We believe that there is a need to develop techniques for designing flexible groupware systems that adapt better to user mobility and available resources.
We have developed a framework, called DACIA ½ , that addresses some of the above challenges. DACIA provides support for building adaptable groupware systems. To illustrate its potential applicability, we have used DACIA to build groupware applications with the following types of features:
Support for application and user mobility and persistent connectivity: DACIA enables persistent connectivity between moving components. It allows a mobile user to simply "pull" an application or application component from one computing device and drop it on another computing device.
The application maintains its state, no manual restart is necessary, and all connections are re-established transparently.
Dynamic application reconfiguration:
A groupware application with a modular architecture, in which various components implement individual functions, can change its structure at runtime. It can dynamically load new components, change the way various components interact and exchange data, move some of the functions from one host to another, and replicate some functions across multiple hosts.
Application parking:
A mobile application can be parked while its user is disconnected or idle. A parked application can continue to interact, with some limitations, with other parties on behalf of the user. It can reside on the same computing device the user had been connected from, or it can move to a fixed host if the user's device is disconnected.
When the user reconnects, eventually from a different place, he can take over the control from the parked application.
In this paper, we explore the use of DACIA to model and develop adaptive collaborative systems. The current version of DACIA is implemented using Java and runs on standard desktops as well as on PDAs (e.g., Windows CE devices) that support PersonalJava. It has been used to implement several prototypes of groupware applications that illustrate support for mobility and reconfigurability.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first present related work, followed by the architecture of DACIA. Next, we illustrate the support provided by DACIA for building collaborative applications for mobile environments. Then we show how DACIA can be used to build and execute reconfigurable ½ Dynamic Adjustment of Component InterActions groupware applications that adapt to available resources. Finally, we present some concluding remarks and directions for future work.
RELATED WORK
DACIA enables the design of more flexible and adaptable CSCW systems. The importance of flexibility and adaptability in CSCW systems has been discussed by several researchers [3, 19] . It is important to understand where this paper fits in that context. We believe that in fact there are many dimensions to flexibility and adaptability in CSCW systems.
Some of these dimensions include:
access control [8, 20] ; concurrency control [7, 11] ; coupling of views [6] ; extensible architectures [10, 16] .
The key point that these researchers make is that there are significant tradeoffs in CSCW system design along many dimensions and many of these tradeoffs in fact cannot be made priori. They depend significantly on the context in which the system is going to be used. DACIA is complementary to the above work and focuses on providing support for adapting the architecture of CSCW systems and location of system components to the usage context, scale of use, location of users, and to available resources.
The importance of considering resources has been pointed out by other researchers. Hudson and Smith point that CSCW systems may need to be designed to allow tradeoffs between context awareness and available resources (CPU, display, network) [14] . There is a cost to providing more awareness information in terms of information overload, screen realestate, network resources, privacy, etc. There have also been debates over the merits of centralized architectures, peer-topeer architectures, and replicated services in building groupware systems. In DACIA, our goal is to provide the mechanisms to CSCW system designers so that the systems and their architecture can be more easily reconfigured, at run-
The work of Chung and Dewan [5] has some goals similar to ours, such as migrating applications to make better use of the available resources, and accommodating heterogeneous Figure 1 : A DACIA distributed application is a directed graph of connected components (ovals represent components). An engine runs on every host. It manages the local components and the connections between components, both local and across different hosts. The monitor gathers performance data and implements application-specific relocation and reconfiguration policies.
environments. Their approach targets the specific application domain of centralized shared Windows systems. It is based on the migration of a X Windows client that receives inputs generated by multiple users, and the migration of the events logged at a particular site. DACIA targets a broader class of applications, in which application components, including services, can move from one host to another to adapt to changing usage conditions. The importance of supporting mobility of users has also been argued recently. The work in the cooperative buildings area assumes that the users are mobile inside buildings and the work should be possible anywhere the users are (coffee table, walls, desktops, etc.) rather than users having to work on a standard desktop [21] . In other mobility work, Belloti and Bly argue that CSCW systems must be designed to support mobility because mobility can be critical to many work settings [2] . They conclude that CSCW systems must accommodate mobility rather than seek to eradicate it via desktop collaboration tools. In their study, they found that particular support is needed for "local mobility" where people walk between rooms or buildings at a local site. DACIA simplifies building of groupware applications in which clients are mobile.
Code mobility [9] has received a great deal of attention in the distributed systems research community. Several recent languages support various flavors of code mobility, such as Telescript [22] , Obliq [4] , and Sumatra [1] . In TACOMA [15] , the term mobile agent is used to denote code fragments associated with initialization data that can be shipped to a remote host. TACOMA agents do not have the ability to migrate once they started execution. In contrast, DACIA's components can move during the execution of an application.
DACIA ARCHITECTURE
DACIA is a framework for building adaptive distributed ap- Further details about implementation aspects of DACIA can be found in [18] . 
Application/Client Parking
Our work is particularly concerned with the application and resource availability and the intermittent connectivity in a mobile collaboration environment. Our goal is to ensure that a user's applications are available, in a suitably adapted form, wherever the user goes. At the same time, we want to allow a user's applications to participate on a limited basis in collaborations on the user's behalf, while the user is disconnected or not active.
A potential solution is application parking, in conjunction with persistent connectivity , to address these issues. A parked application is able to continue, with some limitations, to interact with other parties on behalf of the user while the user is idle. When the user reconnects, eventually from a different place, he can take over the control from the parked application.
A parked application can reside on the same computing device the user had been connected from, or it can move to a fixed host if the user's device is disconnected. Specialized here we refer to logical connectivity hosts can provide parking lot services to mobile users. When the user's application moves to a different device, it maintains its connections to services and collaborative partners and it continues its execution.
In current groupware applications ( Figure 4 : Using traditional groupware applications, when a user disconnects, its state has to be saved on the server. If the user later connects to a different server, the state has to be transfered between the servers and between the new server and client. Using DACIA-enabled applications, while the client is disconnected, its state is maintained by the parked client, which can continue to participate to collaborative activities.
Using DACIA, the user can park his client agent to a fixed, Below, we give two examples of using DACIA to implement reconfigurable groupware services that also apply to situations where users are not mobile.
Example 1: Need for Multiple Architectures
We have previously faced the challenges of building flexible collaborative applications in the context of the UARC [17] project, an experimental testbed for wide-area scientific collaboratory work. Among the collaborative tools provided, there are several tools for visualizing various real-time or archived data streams. A communication server handles subscriptions from multiple clients and the distribution of data to these clients. The server receives large amounts of raw data from various data sources, it applies some computations (e.g., transforming raw data into GIF images), and then disseminates the resulting data to the clients. Figure 5 .a shows the DACIA graph structure corresponding to this application.
The server caches the data (the Store module) for fault tolerance and for future access. We encountered several problems in using this system. First, the server handles inputs from tens of data sources and subscriptions from hundreds of clients, who can choose to view the data in different ways; each different view requires a different computation task to run on the server. We found that with a large number of users, the server sometimes ran out of sufficient capacity to compute in real time the images for all the subscriptions. Second, most of the time the computations produced images with bigger size than the size of the raw data. Therefore, the network links from the server to some clients also sometimes got congested.
The above problems can be potentially alleviated by using an alternative architecture where the server sends the raw data to the clients and clients do the image computations. This architecture was in fact tried out in UARC after an expensive code redesign. Unfortunately, the experience was that some clients got overloaded if they computed many images.
Since the system was being used to support scientific collaboration, failure of some clients made group collaboration difficult, making the system seemingly unreliable for group collaboration.
Using DACIA, we implemented an adaptive version of this 7 113 application. This version allowed the computing function to be executed on the server, on the client, or on any other host with a DACIA engine. The application structure could change at runtime, according to the load and the resource availability. Various adaptive algorithms can be implemented to allocate and deallocate server modules and to handle clients distribution. For example, in our implementation, when the number of clients on a server reaches an upper threshold AE Ñ Ü , an engine spawns a new server, which connects to the existing servers. When there is a large number of clients in the group, the application will contain several servers, connected to each other in a certain configuration. The clients are distributed among the servers. Ideally, the distribution should take into account clients' relative locations. Figure   7 presents the part of the monitor responsible for allocating new servers and balancing the load among servers. a negative value for the port number in connectProcs() allows to connect to any of the available ports of the specified PROC 8 114 // get the list of all the PROCs in the system procs = Engine.getProcs(); // get the list of all the servers, sorted in decreasing order servers = procSelect(procs, "server"); while(true) // find the server with the highest load s1 = getServer(servers, 1); // if the server is overloaded, offload some clients to other servers if(s1.load() >= Nmax) // find the server with the lowest load s2 = getServer(servers, 0); if(s2.load < Nmax-1) // can move PROCs to s2 // find the number of PROCs to move moveSize = min((s1.load -Nmax + 1), (Nmax -1 -s2.load)); else // need to spawn a new server // get the list of all the hosts in the system hosts = Engine.getHosts(); // find a host that does not have a server h = getFreeHost(hosts, "server"); // if there is no free host, resume the process later if(h == null) sleep(checkInterval); continue;
// start a new server on host h s2 = Engine.createProc(h, "server"); // connect the servers connectProcs(s2, 0, s1, -1); // add s2 to the list of servers servers.addElement(s2); // find the number of PROCs to move moveSize = s1.load/2; // move moveSize PROCs from s1 to s2 for(i=0; i<moveSize; i++) // get any of the PROCs connected to s1 c = s1.getConnectedProc(); disconnectProcs(c, 0); // connect the client c to s2, on any available port connectProcs(c, 0, s2, -1); Figure 7 : The monitoring routine that balances load among servers. When the number of clients on one server reaches the threshold AE Ñ Ü , either some clients are assigned to one of the existing servers, if possible, or a new server is spawned to handle the excess clients.
As clients leave the group, the load per server goes down, and thus it does not justify the usage of too many servers. When the load on a server goes under a lower threshold AE Ñ Ò , a server module is deallocated and its clients are distributed to other servers. Alternatively, two servers with load under AE Ñ Ò can be replaced by a single server supporting all their clients.
DACIA only provides support for ordered delivery of messages along a channel between two PROCs. In multi-party communication, sometimes stronger guarantees such as total ordered delivery of messages may be required. To provide totally ordered message delivery using the current DACIA, a possible solution is to require that the graph formed by the servers does not have cycles (it is a tree) and one server acts as sequencer for group messages.
In our implementation of Figure 6 , the servers were stateless.
They simply routed messages and no consistency of state among the servers was required. If maintaining a group's state at the servers is required, currently the easiest way to do that is to provide a store component to the system that maintains the group's state. In future versions of DACIA, we plan to provide support for replicating components and maintaining consistency of their states.
As proof-of-concept, we implemented a multi-party chatbox application on top of this group communication service. The application reconfigures itself dynamically, based on the implemented adaptive policy. The same architecture can be used to implement other groupware applications requiring multi-party communication infrastructure.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented DACIA, a mobile component framework that allows applications to reconfigure dynamically by loading new components, changing the way components interact and exchange data, and moving some components from one host to another. DACIA provides support for application and user mobility and it enables persistent connectivity between moving components. To illustrate DACIA's use, several reconfigurable groupware applications have been implemented. Applications include groupware clients that relocate, based on the user's location, and 9 115 mobile clients that can be "parked" while their users are disconnected. A parked client may continue to interact with other parties in specified ways on behalf of the user. DACIA has also been used to build collaboration services that adapt to available resources and the number of users. Such reconfigurable services are useful even when users are not mobile.
We believe that DACIA provides a platform for experimenting with new kinds of groupware applications. Some future challenges include implementing a library of useful PROCs, using and evaluating DACIA-enabled collaboration tools in real collaboration settings, providing access control features for users to control the mobility of their components, and supporting component replication.
